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Abstract

Objective. Previous work suggests that the percep-
tion of pain is subjective and dependent on individ-
ual differences in physiological, emotional, and
cognitive states. Functional magnetic resonance

imaging (FMRI) studies have used both stimulus-
related (nociceptive properties) and percept-related
(subjective experience of pain) models to identify
the brain networks associated with pain. Our objec-
tive was to identify the network involved in process-
ing subjective pain during cold stimuli.

Methods. The current FMRI study directly con-
trasted a stimulus-related model with a percept-
related model during blocks of cold pain stimuli in
healthy adults. Specifically, neuronal activation was
modelled as a function of changes in stimulus
intensity vs as a function of increasing/decreasing
levels of subjective pain corresponding to changes
in pain ratings. In addition, functional connectivity
analyses were conducted to examine intrinsic cor-
relations between three proposed subnetworks
(sensory/discriminative, affective/motivational, and
cognitive/evaluative) involved in pain processing.

Results. The percept-related model captured more
extensive activation than the stimulus-related model
and demonstrated an association between higher
subjective pain and activation in expected cortical
(dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, ventrolateral prefrontal
cortex, insula, dorsal anterior cingulate cortex [dACC]
extending into pre-supplementary motor area) and
subcortical (thalamus, striatum) areas. Moreover, con-
nectivity results supported the posited roles of dACC

and insula as key relay sites during neural processing

of subjective pain. In particular, anterior insula

appeared to link sensory/discriminative regions with

regions in the other subnetworks, and dACC

appeared to serve as a hub for affective/motivational,

cognitive/evaluative, and motor subnetworks.

Conclusions. Using a percept-related model, brain
regions involved in the processing of subjective
pain during the application of cold stimuli were
identified. Connectivity analyses identified linkages
between key subnetworks involved in processing
subjective pain.

Key Words. Pain; Ratings; Percept-Related; Con-
nectivity; Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging
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Introduction

Functional neuroimaging studies have identified several
brain regions associated with pain and the application
of noxious stimuli, including the primary (S1) and sec-
ondary (S2) somatosensory cortex, anterior cingulate
cortex (ACC), middle cingulate cortex (MCC), pre-
supplementary motor area (SMA), SMA, anterior and
posterior aspects of the insula, prefrontal cortices
(PFCs), the periaqueductal gray, limbic structures
(amygdala, striatum), cerebellum, and thalamus [1–9].
However, active debate remains regarding to what
degree these different regions mediate the sensory/dis-
criminative, affective/motivational, cognitive/evaluative,
and motor components of the pain response [1,3,10,11]
and to what degree activation in these regions is spe-
cific to pain, or just active during many kinds (nocicep-
tive and non-nociceptive) of phasic stimulus processing
[12]. One model posits that the spinothalamic ascending
pain pathway projects to somatosensory cortex during
initial stimulus processing, and that the ACC, MCC,
medial thalamus, insula, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
(DLPFC) and temporoparietal junction play important
roles in assigning salience and emotional meaning to
noxious (and probably a variety of other) stimuli. More-
over, the DLPFC and ACC orchestrate top-down modu-
lation of ascending pathways from the spinal cord.
Finally, the pre-SMA, SMA, and cerebellum orchestrate
motor responses to pain [3].

Examining neuronal activation in relation to physical
properties of a painful stimulus, such as intensity and/or
duration (stimulus-related functional magnetic resonance
imaging [FMRI]) is valuable [13]. However, stimulus dura-
tion does not necessarily correspond with that of the
experienced pain [14] and sensitization/habituation is
known to result in changed pain perceptions to the
same stimulus over time [15–17]. This lack of correspon-
dence has led to the development of percept-related
studies, where brain activity is considered in relation to
the subjective and changing experience of pain as
reported or recorded by the subjects themselves
[2,3,5,6,13,18–25], which has particular importance in
efforts to understand mechanisms of chronic pain [3].
Previous percept-related FMRI studies have used a vari-
ety of methods to measure the brain responses associ-
ated with subjective pain, including continuous ratings
during stimulus presentation vs poststimulus ratings, vis-
ual analogue scale ratings vs yes/no ratings, induced
pain vs spontaneously arising pain, thermal stimuli (heat)
vs chemical stimuli, and rectal mechanical distention vs
other mechanical tactile stimuli [2,3,5,6,13,18–25]. How-
ever, to date, no work has parsed the brain activation
associated with stimulus presentation from that associ-
ated with subjective experience of pain using a hierarchi-
cal regression model to isolate the variance associated
with one from the other. In addition, although prior work
has determined the brain regions activated during appli-
cation of cold stimuli [3], no studies have identified acti-
vation associated with subjective pain during application
of a cold noxious stimulus, the pain from which is

believed to have a different physiological basis from that
of heat stimuli [26,27].

The primary aim of this study was to identify brain regions
demonstrating differential functional activity related to
basic noxious thermal (cold) stimulus properties (stimu-
lus-related activation) compared with the subjective
experience of pain during continuous ratings (percept-
related). We predicted that activation within brain regions
associated with pain in previous studies would be greater
during percept-related vs. stimulus-related periods repli-
cating previous work, with greater activation in areas the-
oretically involved in higher level components (cognitive/
evaluative, affective/motivational) of pain processing
(such as PFC, ACC, and anterior insula) [3].

Another way to further understand the brain networks
involved in processing pain is to do functional connec-
tivity analyses to quantify the degree of temporal syn-
chrony between different brain regions [3,28–34]. In this
study, as a secondary aim, we used functional connec-
tivity analysis with seed regions derived from the
precept-related FMRI findings to investigate resting con-
nectivity within the sensory/discriminative, affective/moti-
vational, and cognitive/evaluative networks proposed to
respond to pain.

Methods

Subjects

Twenty-one healthy adult volunteers (9 female, 12 male)
participated in the study. One female subject was identi-
fied as an outlier (above three standard deviations [SDs])
on head motion parameters based on previously pub-
lished algorithms [35] and was excluded from further
analyses. The remaining 20 subjects (mean
age 5 29 6 6.4 years) included in the final analyses were
strongly right-handed (mean Edinburgh Handedness
Inventory score 5 89.2% 6 17.7%) and none reported a
history of neurological disease, major psychiatric disturb-
ance, history of substance abuse, or psychoactive pre-
scriptive medications usage. The protocol was approved
by the local institutional review board, and written
informed consent was obtained from all participants
according to institutional guidelines at the University of
New Mexico. No participants reported any adverse
effects following exposure to cold stimuli in this study.

Thermal Pain Stimulus Calibration and Tasks

Participants rested supine within a 3.0 Tesla Siemens
Trio scanner with their head secured by a forehead
strap, to limit head motion within the head coil. E-Prime
software (Psychology Software Tools, Inc.) was used for
stimulus presentation and synchronization of stimulus
events with the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
scanner. Visual stimuli were rear-projected using a
Sharp XG-C50X LCD projector on an opaque white
Plexiglas projection screen. A white visual fixation cross
(visual angle 5 1.02�) was presented on a black
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background throughout the course of the experiment to
help participants maintain central fixation. At the start of
the each run, a 0-to-10 scale appeared below the
crosshair (visual eccentricity 5 0.99�).

Cold pain stimuli were applied to the thenar surface of
the right hand with an MRI-compatible thermode
(30 3 30 mm, Pathway Model ATS system, MEDOC
Advanced Medical Systems). Participants continuously
rated their level of pain by pressing two buttons with
their left hand that either increased or decreased the rat-
ing on the projected 0-to-10 Likert scale (0 5 “No pain at
all,” 10 5 “Worst pain imaginable”). Current ratings were
highlighted on the scale, and were updated at a fre-
quency of 10 Hz to maintain temporal proximity between
the button presses and changes on the screen.

Participants first completed an extensive calibration
phase while they were in the MRI scanner to determine
their subjective thresholds for low pain (rating of 3) and
high pain (rating of 6; see Supporting Information Meth-
ods section for detailed description of calibration proce-
dures). The low-pain task also served as a sensory
control for the task as the only aspect that differed
between the high- and low-pain stimulus was the tem-
perature (i.e., intensity). A final destination temperature
was determined for each subject for low- and high-pain
conditions based on their subjective ratings during the
calibration trials. The mean destination temperature
across all subjects for the high-pain condition was equal
to 2.3�C (SD 5 4.5�C; range 5 0–16�C) and for the low-
pain condition was equal to 6.8�C (SD 5 6.4�C;
range 5 0–20�C). Notably, four individuals were
assigned the same temperature for the low and high
pain (0�C) during calibration. Supplementary analyses
indicated similar results with or without these partici-
pants (Supporting Information, Figure S1). Therefore,
data from these participants were retained to capture
variance associated with ratings.

Following the calibration trial, participants continuously
rated their level of pain during nine blocks of high and
nine blocks of the low-pain conditions. The thermode
was in constant contact with the skin throughout the
task, and was maintained at a baseline temperature of
32�C before and after cold-stimulus blocks. Each cold-
stimulus block consisted of an 8-second ramp-down to
destination temperature, 16 seconds of cold stimulus
maintained at destination temperature (individually deter-
mined in the calibration phase), and 6 seconds of ramp-
up back to baseline temperature (32�C). To account for
the individual differences in the destination pain ratings
and to maintain a similar experimental timeline across all
subjects, the slope of temperature change in the ramp-
down and ramp-up phase was predetermined and var-
ied to account for differences in destination tempera-
ture. The interstimulus interval between subsequent cold
stimuli varied in duration from 32 to 36 seconds to elimi-
nate the development of temporal expectations regard-
ing the start of the next trial. Three high- and three low-
pain blocks were presented in a pseudorandomized

order within each run to minimize differential effects of
habituation across the two conditions.

After completing the three runs of cold-stimulus blocks,
each subject performed a resting state task, in which
they were asked to maintain fixation on a white cross-
hair for approximately 5 minutes.

MR Imaging

High-resolution multiecho T1 (echo time [TE] 5 1.64,
3.5, 5.36, 7.22, 9.08 milliseconds; repetition time [TR] 5
2.53 seconds; 7� flip angle, number of excitations 5 1;
slice thickness 5 1 mm; field of view [FOV] 5 256 mm;
resolution 5 256 3 256) anatomic images were collected
at the beginning of each experiment. For the three pain
FMRI series, 195 echo-planar images were collected
using a single-shot, gradient-echo echoplanar imaging
(EPI) pulse sequence [TR 5 2,000 milliseconds; TE 5 29
milliseconds; flip angle 5 75�; FOV 5 240 mm; matrix
size 5 64 3 64]. Thirty-three contiguous sagittal 3.5-mm
thick slices with a gap factor of 1.05 mm were selected
to provide whole-brain coverage (voxel size:
3.75 3 3.75 3 4.55 mm) and to eliminate radio frequency
(RF) spillover effects on subsequent slices. An identical
EPI pulse sequence was used to collect approximately
5 minutes of resting-state data for the functional con-
nectivity analyses. For both functional experiments, the
first image of each run was eliminated to account for T1
equilibrium effects in addition to two dummy scans.

Image Processing and Statistical Analyses

For both task and resting state analyses, functional
images were generated using Analysis of Functional
NeuroImages software package [36]. Time series
images were spatially registered in both two- and three-
dimensional space to the second EPI image of the first
run to minimize effects of head motion, temporally inter-
polated to correct for slice-time acquisition differences
and despiked. The resultant data were then transformed
to a standard stereotaxic coordinate space [37] and
spatially smoothed using a 6-mm Gaussian full-width
half-maximum kernel.

For the task-based analyses, separate regressors for
the low- and high-pain conditions were created by con-
volving the experimental time-course for each condition
with a gamma variate function derived from known
parameters of the hemodynamic response [38]. Given
the fixed experimental design, these two regressors
were identical for all subjects and both will be referred
to as “stimulus regressors” throughout the article. There
were two additional regressors, which were tailored for
each participant based on their individualized continu-
ous pain ratings during all three runs of cold-stimuli
blocks. The “ratings regressor” resembled a step func-
tion, with each button press signaling the onset of either
increasing or decreasing subjective levels of pain (Figure
1). This step function was then convolved with a gamma
variate function based on the hemodynamic response,
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and reflected changes in subjective pain levels. The sec-
ond regressor called the “button press regressor” was
modelled on effects associated with button presses as
being transient in nature rather than a step function.
Specifically, each button press was modeled as a single
event and convolved with a gamma variate function (Fig-
ure 1A). It was assumed that there would be correlation
between the activation captured by the rating and button
press models, but that the button press model would
capture changes in the motor and visual system associ-
ated with the button press and the updating of the Likert
scale on the screen (i.e., sensorimotor activation), as
well as possible transient cognitive activity related to
evaluating and rating the pain being experienced.

A voxelwise multiple regression analysis was then used
to estimate the beta weights corresponding to the two
pain conditions, the motor response (button press
regressor), and the individual subject’s pain rating (rat-
ings regressor). Following this, a hierarchical multiple
regression analysis was performed to isolate the unique
variance associated with the ratings regressor (subjec-
tive pain) on a per subject basis. The incremental
increases in variance (R2) captured by the addition of

each successive regressor for the hierarchical
regressions was calculated. The change in R2 was
converted to a signed correlation coefficient

(r 5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R2

22R2
1

q
3ðb2=jb2jÞ) and then to a z-score using

Fisher’s method. For this analysis, we entered the low-
pain stimulus regressor first, then the high-pain stimulus
regressor, then the motor regressor, and last, the rat-
ings regressor, with our ultimate goal being to isolate
the unique variance associated with the subjective
experience of pain, after removing the variance associ-
ated with both stimulus (high and low pain), and button
press.

For the hierarchical regression results, one-sample t-
tests were performed to identify the neuronal regions
that exhibited variance for each of the individual regres-
sors. A significance threshold corresponding to
P< 0.005 was applied in combination with a minimum
cluster size threshold of 1,663 lL (26 native voxels) to all
of the data to minimize the likelihood of false positives
[39]. The combination of these parameters resulted in a
corrected alpha value of P< 0.05 or below based on
10,000 Monte Carlo simulations.

Figure 1 Panel A depicts sample regressor models. Low- (LP; cyan) and high- (HP; blue) pain regres-

sors are based on stimulus delivery parameters (onset, duration time). Ratings regressor (red) is modeled

on subject’s continuous ratings of pain (purple) convolved with a gamma variate function based on

hemodynamic response. Button press regressor (green) is modeled on button press events, convolved

with a gamma variate function. Panel B depicts representative graphs for four different subjects plotting

the four regressors used in the two hierarchical models. Subjects 1 and 2 demonstrate the expected dif-

ferentiation in pain ratings (red) between high-pain (blue) and low-pain (cyan) stimulus blocks, with Sub-

ject 2 also showing a temporal dissociation between stimulus and ratings onset times. Subject 3 rated all

pain stimuli as close to 0 on the Likert scale, while Subject 4 rated all pain stimuli at greater than 5. But-

ton press regressor (green) shows button press event timing. [Color figure can be viewed in the online

issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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For the resting state connectivity analyses, a regression
analysis was conducted on individual subject’s time-
series to remove potential sources of noise (physiological
and machine-based) from the data [40]. First, individual
anatomical images (i.e., T1) were segmented into maps
of white matter, gray matter, and cerebrospinal fluid
(CSF) using FMRIB Software Library’s (FSL) FAST algo-
rithm [41]. Second, the resultant CSF and white matter
masks were used to obtain an average time-series for
these tissues during the extended resting state runs for
each individual. Finally, all six movement parameters, the
ROI-based time-series for CSF, the ROI-based time-
series for white matter, a constant term, and a linear
term were entered into a linear regression against the
extended resting state time-series to remove the var-
iance associated with each of these variables [40].

The connectivity seeds were derived from regions show-
ing significant activation during subjective pain (ratings
regressor). Coordinates for connectivity seeds were cho-
sen such that the entire volume of the seed fully resided
in areas of significant activation, and, wherever possible,
to be in and around maxima in these areas. Resting-
state time courses were then averaged for each empiri-
cally derived seed (in the case of unilateral seeds) or
seeds (in the case of bilateral seeds), which were then
used as the primary regressor for the whole-brain func-
tional connectivity analyses. The resultant correlation
coefficients were then converted to z-scores using Fish-
er’s method.

For the connectivity analyses, one-sample t-tests were
performed to identify regions of functional connectivity.
A significance threshold corresponding to P< 0.0001
was applied in combination with a minimum cluster size
threshold of 960 lL (15 native voxels) to all of the data
to minimize the likelihood of false positives [39]. The
combination of these parameters resulted in a corrected
alpha value of P< 0.005 or below based on 10,000
Monte Carlo simulations.

Results

Behavioral Results

A 2 3 9 (intensity [high, low] 3 order [1st through 9th
block]) repeated-measures ANOVA was performed on
mean pain ratings during stimulus periods to examine
differences between perceived pain levels at the two
stimulus intensities, and to evaluate the potential effects
of habituation. Results indicated significant main effects
of intensity (F1,19 5 25.61, P<0.001), with condition
means suggesting higher pain ratings in the high (mean
rating 5 1.78 6 1.04) relative to the low (mean rat-
ing 5 1.08 6 0.73) pain condition (Figure 2). There was a
significant main effect of order (F4.81,91.41 5 5.21,
P<0.01), but the intensity 3 order interaction effect was
not significant (P> 0.10). To further investigate the
effects of order, mean ratings for both high- and low-
pain blocks were averaged across each of the functional
imaging runs (each run contained three high- and three

low-pain blocks) and compared in a pairwise fashion.
The results indicated that pain ratings were significantly
higher in the first run (mean 5 1.57 6 0.83) compared
with both the second (mean 5 1.42 6 0.77; t19 5 2.46,
P 5 0.02) and the third (mean 5 1.32 6 0.75; t19 5 3.94,
P< 0.01) runs. There was trend toward a difference
between the second and third runs (t19 5 1.86,

Figure 2 Mean pain ratings as a function of rest

(top) and pain stimulus (Panel B, gray symbols)

blocks. Rest blocks (interstimulus intervals) followed

all stimulus blocks. Both post-high-pain block rat-

ings (post-HP) and high-pain ratings (H; black dia-

monds) were significantly higher than post-low-pain

block ratings (post-LP) and low-pain ratings (LP;

gray squares) for both rest and pain blocks.
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P 5 0.08). Only one participant rated the high-pain stim-
ulus as 0, and only in 2 out of the 9 blocks.

Pain ratings during the baseline periods (32–36 second
interstimulus intervals) following cold-stimulus applica-
tions were analyzed in a similar manner. The 2 3 9
(baseline [high, low] 3 order [1st through 9th rest block])
repeated-measures ANOVA indicated a significant main
effect of intensity of preceding pain block (F1,19 5 19.26,
P<0.01), with significantly higher ratings during baseline
periods following high-pain blocks (mean rat-
ing 5 0.86 6 0.74) compared with low-pain blocks
(mean rating 5 0.33 6 0.37). There was a significant
main effect of order (F3.07,58.415 2.86, P 5 0.04), and an
interaction effect that trended toward significance
(F2.39,58.41 5 2.44, P 5 0.09). To follow-up the interac-
tion, simple effects testing suggested that the difference
was greatest during rest block 1 (t19 5 5.90, P<0.01).
Similarly, pain ratings were significantly lower in the rest
periods of the third run (mean 5 0.49 6 0.11) compared
with both the first (mean 5 0.63 6 0.17; t19 5 2.72,
P 5 0.01) and the second (mean 5 0.67 6 0.17;
t19 5 2.16, P 5 0.04) runs.

Correlation of Regressors

In the next set of analyses, the correlations among the
four individual regressors, low pain, high pain, ratings,
and button press, were evaluated on a subjectwise
basis. For each potential relationship, the number of
subjects who exhibited a statistically significant
(P<0.05) correlation between the regressors was tabu-
lated (Table 1). In addition, the mean, SD, minimum and
maximum correlations for each of the pairwise compari-
sons across all subjects are reported when applicable.
Results indicated that regressors were significantly cor-
related with each other for the majority of subjects, with
the exception of the low pain vs both the ratings and
button press regressors. As expected the correlation
between the ratings and button press regressors was
the highest. However, there was considerable variability
in the relationship between stimulus and ratings regres-
sors (Table 1). For example, some subjects’ ratings
tended to closely coincide with the onset of painful stim-
uli (Figure 1B, Subjects 1 and 4), whereas other sub-

jects showed temporal dissociation between stimulus
onset and pain ratings (i.e., continued pain after discon-
tinuation of cold stimulus, Figure 1B, Subject 2) or rated
subjective pain levels around 0 during both conditions
(Figure 1B, Subject 3).

Functional Results: Hierarchical Regression Analyses

The low-pain condition was entered into the hierarchical
regression first, and was associated with broad areas of
deactivation in several regions that have been previously
associated with the default mode network (DMN)
[40,42–44] including the bilateral medial PFC/ventral
ACC (Broadmann areas [BAs] 9,10,11,24,32,47), supe-
rior frontal gyrus (BA 8), medial temporal lobes (BAs
28,35), inferior temporal cortex (BAs 21,22,37,38), infe-
rior parietal lobule (IPL; BA 40), and posterior cingulate
cortex (PCC) (BAs 23,30). Negative activation was also
observed within the bilateral insula, auditory (BAs
41,42), visual (BAs 18,19), primary somatosensory (BA
3), and motor cortices (BA 4) and cerebellum, as well as
within the bilateral striatum and thalamus. Additional
areas of negative activation unique to the left hemi-
sphere were located in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
(DLPFC) extending to premotor cortex (BAs 6,8,9,46)
and left angular gyrus (BA 39). There were no regions
that were associated with a positive activation during
the low-pain condition.

The high-pain condition was uniquely associated with
similar regions of deactivation as the low-pain condition.
In addition, areas of positive activation included the
bilateral anterior insula, bilateral dorsal ACC (dACC)
extending into the pre-SMA (BAs 6,8,24,32) and the
right lateral PFC including ventrolateral prefrontal cortex
(VLPFC) and DLPFC (BAs 9,10,44,45,46,47). Additional
areas of positive activation included the right IPL and
superior parietal lobule (SPL; BAs 7,40), thalamus, stria-
tum, and globus pallidus (Figure 3).

The motor regressor resulted in positive activation within
all areas of the pain neuromatrix including bilateral
somatosensory cortex (BAs 1,2,3), IPL and SPL (BAs
5,39,40) including S1 and S2, precuneus (BA7), anterior
and posterior insula (BA 13), lateral and medial PFC

Table 1 Descriptive summary of the correlations between regressors for all subjects

N* Mean r SD Min Max

Low Pain–High Pain 20 20.2312 N/A† N/A† N/A†

Low Pain–Ratings 12 0.0480 0.1713 20.2810 0.4472

High Pain–Ratings 16 0.2873 0.2139 20.1407 0.7651

Low Pain–Button Press 8 0.0203 0.0854 20.1554 0.1909

High Pain–Button Press 17 0.1762 0.0823 20.0098 0.3323

Ratings–Button Press 20 0.3696 0.1466 0.1180 0.6782

* Number of subjects (maximum 5 20) whose regressors show a significant correlation at P<0.05.
† Due to fixed experimental conditions, there was no variation across subjects for these two regressors.
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(BAs 9,10,44,45,46,47), dACC and MCC (24,32), tem-
poral cortex (BAs 20,22,36,37,38,41,42), bilateral visual
cortex (BAs 17,18,19), and PCC (BAs 23,31). As
expected, there was activation throughout the bilateral
premotor and motor cortex (BAs 4,6,8), cerebellum,
thalamus, and striatum. There was some additional neg-
ative activation in the DMN including bilateral medial
PFC (BAs 10,11,24,25,32), left PCC and precuneus (BA
7,23,30,31), left temporal cortex (BA 36,39) and right
temporal cortex (BA 21), as well as left premotor cortex
(BA 8).

The ratings regressor was associated with unique var-
iance and more extensive activation in similar regions as
high-pain regressor (Figure 3). Results indicated
increased activation in the bilateral anterior insula
extending into posterior VLPFC (BAs 44,47), lateral PFC
including VLFPC and DLPFC (right greater than left;
BAs 6,8,9,10,45), ACC extending into pre-SMA and
SMA (right greater than left; BAs 6,8,32), and IPL and
SPLs (BAs 7,39,40) extending into R precuneus (BAs
7,19). Finally, there was activation observed in the right
striatum and thalamus and in the left cerebellum. The
ratings regressor also identified unique variance in simi-

lar clusters of the DMN as the high-pain condition
(deactivation), although to a lesser extent (Figure 3).
There was additional deactivation located in the bilateral
premotor, motor and sensory cortices (BAs 3,4,6).

Functional Results: Functional Connectivity Analyses

Empirically derived seed regions for the connectivity
analyses were determined from the hierarchical multiple
regression analyses based on the results from the rat-
ings regressor (Figure 3). Specifically, the R dACC (coor-
dinates 5 8,23,32), bilateral anterior insula
(coordinates 5 6 32,20,4), R medial thalamus (coor-
dinates 5 10,29,6), and R DLPFC (coordinates
5 37,27,33) were each selected as four separate seed
regions (9 mm diameter spheres, center of mass coordi-
nates in Talairach space) to be used in the connectivity
analyses. See Supporting Information results (Figure S2)
for seed locations.

The results from this analysis are summarized in Figures
4 and 5. In brief, anterior insula demonstrated connec-
tivity with S2, posterior insula (sensory/discriminative),
dACC, medial thalamus (affective/motivational), DLPFC,

Figure 3 This figure presents the results for the high-pain regressor and the ratings regressor from the

hierarchical regression where regressors were entered in the following order from first to last: low pain,

high pain, button press, ratings. Of note the ratings regressor captured more extensive and unique posi-

tive activation above and beyond that of the high-pain regressor. Panel A (top) shows areas of unique

variance associated with the high-pain regressor (HP; red), the ratings regressor after correcting for var-

iance associated with the button press regressor (RatingsBP) (yellow), and overlap between the two

(orange). Panel B (bottom) shows areas of unique variance associated with HP (dark blue), RatingsBP

(light blue) and Overlap (medium blue). Regions indicated by arrows include 1) insula (Ins); 2) thalamus

(Thal); 3) anterior cingulate cortex (ACC); 4) dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC); 5) inferior parietal

lobule (IPL); and 6) rostral/subgenual ACC (r/sgACC). Slice locations (Z) are given according to the Talair-

ach atlas. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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IPL (cognitive/evaluative), and pre-SMA/SMA (motor).
Medial thalamus demonstrated connectivity with anterior
insula, and dACC (affective motivational). dACC demon-
strated connectivity with anterior insula, medial thalamus
(affective/motivational), DLPFC, IPL (cognitive/evalua-
tive), and pre-SMA and SMA (motor). DLPFC demon-
strated connectivity with anterior insula, dACC (affective/
motivational), IPL (cognitive/evaluative), pre-SMA and
SMA (motor).

Discussion

This study used hierarchical multiple regression to iso-
late the variance in brain activation associated with sub-
jective pain experience during a noxious cold stimulus.
Behavioral findings provide evidence of the subjective
nature of pain based on a temporal mismatch between
stimulus delivery and subjective pain ratings. Moreover,
increases and decreases in pain ratings were temporally
disjoint from the cold stimuli to varying degrees between
subjects, often persisting into rest periods. Habituation
further contributed to response variability with significant
decreases in pain ratings from the first and second runs
to the final run of the experimental paradigm. Not sur-
prisingly, as a result of this high degree of variability in
pain sensation and rating, our ratings regressor, reflect-
ing the subjective experience of pain, captured more
areas of brain activity and additional unique variance
within the pain network, presumably as a result of a bet-

ter match to the temporal dynamics of the subjective
cold-pain experience relative to the stimulus regressor.

Although we had expected the low-pain condition to be
associated with some positive activation in the pain net-
work, as previous work has demonstrated that near-
noxious stimuli evoke activation in the pain network
(insula, thalamus, dACC, PFC, striatum, S1, S2) [45],
we only saw deactivation in this condition, and this was
likely due to the stimulus being too weak (mean individ-
ual rating 5 1.08). In fact, we also observed deactivation
in some of the pain regions during the low-pain stimulus
(insula, thalamus, somatosensory cortex). This may have
occurred because anticipation of pain causes activation
in some of these same regions [45], and so, when indi-
viduals realized during the low-pain condition that they
would not receive the high-pain stimulus, the resolution
of anticipation may have resulted in deactivation in these
regions. During both the low- and high-pain stimulus,
the DMN was also deactivated, as has been seen in
previous work [23], and this likely occurred because the
DMN deactivates during tasks. The high-pain regressor
was also found to be associated with activation in a
number of areas of the brain that have previously been
shown to respond to other kinds of near-noxious and
painful stimuli, including the bilateral dACC, pre-SMA,
anterior insula, thalamus, and the right DLPFC and
VLPFC [3,5,6,23,45]. Importantly, the average maximum
rating for the high pain was also relatively low in spite of
our extensive calibration efforts, with a mean individual
rating of 1.97.

After accounting for the variance associated with the
low pain, high pain, and button press regressors with
the hierarchical regression, the ratings regressor cap-
tured unique variance within a variety of brain regions,
including anterior insula, and extending into other areas
commonly reported to be part of the pain response net-
work including dACC, thalamus, and DLPFC. These
regions are likely the primary brain regions involved in
processing the subjective experience of pain for a vari-
ety of stimuli [1–3,5,7,11,21,23,24]. Our findings dem-
onstrated that using continuous ratings and a percept
model for investigations of pain-related brain activation
may be better able to capture variance associated with
subjective pain than stimulus-based models. This may
be particularly true in cases where habituation or tem-
poral dissociation between stimulus onset and subjec-
tive experience exists, or where high-pain stimuli are
only mildly painful (as was true in our study).

Previous work regarding the recruitment of anterior vs
posterior insula during the subjective experience of pain
has been mixed, with some studies finding that poste-
rior insula alone is associated with the experience of
subjective pain [21,46], and others implicating both
anterior and posterior insula [2]. Our findings indicate
that activation in anterior, but not posterior, insula is
associated with subjective pain. Activation in posterior
insula may not have been present in our work due to
the fact that posterior insula may be deactivated during

Figure 4 This figure simplistically depicts the

results from the connectivity analyses. It organizes

regions into groups according to models which

propose central pain-processing networks to be

comprised of at least four distinct subnetworks: a

sensory/discriminative network, an affective/moti-

vational network, a cognitive evaluative network,

and a motor network (not depicted in this figure).

Black lines connect regions which were signifi-

cantly positively correlated with one another (dem-

onstrated connectivity) in our analyses. (S2:

secondary somatosensory cortex, dACC: dorsal

anterior cingulate cortex, DLPFC: dorsolateral pre-

frontal cortex, IPL: inferior parietal lobule).
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ratings of subjective pain levels [47]. Interestingly, a
region of negative activation in the rostral/subgenual
ACC was also uniquely captured by the ratings regres-
sor (Figure 3). This region has been implicated as a part
of the endogenous pain inhibition circuitry and habitua-
tion [48,49] and a negative correlation between activa-
tion in this area and subjective pain ratings may have
been related to the habituation in subjective pain levels
seen in our study.

Neither S1 nor S2 were activated by our high pain or
ratings regressors, which was somewhat unexpected,
as these are a major projection sites for ascending sen-
sory nerve bundles. Historically, the role of S1 in proc-
essing pain has been controversial; human pain imaging
studies have shown mixed results in S1, activation in
this area may not be strongly related to subjective
reports of pain [1,7,50,51], and it may play a larger role
in encoding localization and thermal information rather
than pain [51–53]. Conflicting findings for S1 have been
attributed to a variety of factors including task variability
(e.g., effects of attention, stimulus timing, and intensity)
[50], mixed inhibitory and excitatory effects of nocicep-

tive input to this area, and inadequate spatial resolution
of human imaging techniques (excitatory effects may be
in small focal areas), although limited spatial resolution
appears to play less and less of a role as techniques
improve [1,7,50,53]. Human hemodynamic imaging
studies have also shown mixed results for S2, although
its role in processing pain is less controversial than S1
[1]. Of note, however, both S1 and S2 were captured
by the button press regressor. By putting the button
press regressor, which was highly correlated with the
ratings regressor, into the model before the ratings
regressor, we may have lost variance associated with
ratings to the button press regressor. It is also possible
that we did not see S1 and S2 activation because the
pain stimuli were not salient enough to detect a signal in
these relatively small corresponding regions.

Cold pain may be different in temporal pattern, afferent
fiber activation, and perceived qualitative characteristics
from other types of pain [26,27]. Individuals with pain
syndromes like fibromyalgia may also respond differently
to cold vs heat pain in terms of habituation vs sensitiza-
tion; both fibromyalgia patients and healthy controls

Figure 5 This figure depicts the results from the connectivity analyses. Each row indicates the results

for a different seed (from top to bottom: right dACC, right DLPFC, bilateral anterior insula, right medial

thalamus). Each column represents a different slice location according to the Talairach atlas (from left to

right: Z 5 4, Z 5 25, Z 5 43, X 5 8). Areas which were significantly positively correlated with seeds (posi-

tive Z scores) are displayed in this figure in either yellow (Fischer’s Z> 10) or red (Fischer’s Z<10). Areas

which were significantly negatively correlated with seeds (negative Z scores) are displayed in blue (Fisch-

er’s Z<10). [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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habituate to heat pain, but individuals with fibromyalgia
sensitize to cold pain and controls habituate [16].
Despite these differences, previous work, using
stimulus-based models, have found that the neural
matrix associated with cold pain stimuli in healthy indi-
viduals is similar to that associated with heat pain, and
is associated with activation in ACC, insula, MCC, S2,
DLPFC, VLPFC, premotor cortex, striatum, thalamus,
and periacquaductal grey (PAG) [3,18,27,54]. Our study,
which to our knowledge is the first to investigate the
brain activation associated with continuous ratings dur-
ing cold pain, also demonstrated similar regions of acti-
vation as other continuous ratings studies using heat
pain. Our results provide a starting point for further work
into the aberrant processing of cold pain in syndromes
like fibromyalgia.

Previous work posits the existence of up to four impor-
tant subnetworks which process the subjective experi-
ence of pain [1,3,11]. One may be related to emotional
aspects of processing painful stimuli, which is often
associated with activation in dACC, anterior insula
[3,7,24,55–58], and medial thalamus [3,7,55,59,60].
Another proposed network is involved in the cognitive
aspects of processing painful stimuli, and top-down
modulation of pain perception [61,62], and includes the
DLPFC and IPL, regions mediating a wide range of
attentional, cognitive, and inhibitory processes [7]. A
third is described as the sensory/discriminative network,
including the ventroposterolateral thalamus, S1, S2,
other sensory areas, and posterior insula [3,7,11,63]. A
fourth is the motor network which comprises pre-SMA,
SMA [3], and MCC [64]. In addition to being named as
part of the affective/motivational network, the dACC has
also been posited to integrate information about affect,
cognition, and response selection during pain process-
ing [11]. The insula has been theorized to carry somato-
sensory information from regions such as S2, which is a
primary projection site for ascending pain neurons, to
regions involved in assigning emotional salience to pain
stimuli [1,11]

Functional connectivity analyses were used to examine
co-occurring fluctuations within other brain regions
using seeds from regions which were activated by the
ratings regressor in order to further explore the validity
of such models. Our results supported the posited roles
of dACC and insula as key relay sites during neural
processing of subjective pain. First, in our analyses, the
dACC demonstrated connectivity with regions posited
to comprise the affective/motivational network (anterior
insula and medial thalamus), the cognitive/evaluative
network (DLPFC, IPL), and the motor network (pre-
SMA, and SMA), supporting its theorized role as an inte-
grator. Moreover, of the seeds tested, only the anterior
insula demonstrated connectivity with posterior insula
and S2, (both involved in sensory/discriminative aspects
of pain processing), and it also demonstrated connectiv-
ity with regions involved in the affective response to pain
(dACC and medial thalamus) and cognitive/evaluative
regions (IPL and DLPFC), indicating that anterior insula

may be essential for linking regions involved in process-
ing sensory/discriminative information with regions
involved in assigning cognitive and emotional salience to
stimuli.

There are several limitations to this study. First, because
participants rated their pain continuously, we were
unable to fully isolate brain activation associated with the
subjective experience of pain (ratings regressor) from the
experience of rating one’s own subjective pain levels
(button press regressor). Previous work suggests that
the motor and cognitive components of subjective rating
are associated with activation in many of the same
regions involved in processing painful stimuli, including
premotor and motor cortex, SMA, striatum, thalamus,
cerebellum, parietal cortex, and DLPFC [65,66] and
insula and ACC [67]. Another disadvantage of obtaining
ratings in real-time is that the act of rating one’s own
pain increases activity in regions implicated in the pain
network [21,47] which could explain some of the unusu-
ally large positive effects we saw in our study. However,
by entering the button press regressor prior to entering
the ratings regressor, we likely removed the majority of
variance related to the motor components, and some of
the variance related to the cognitive components of rat-
ing. Moreover, it has been argued that the continuous,
as opposed to episodic, ratings of pain minimize extrane-
ous brain activity such as that associated with episodic
memory and error detection [21], and capturing subjec-
tive ratings in real-time allowed for us to capture variance
associated with subjective pain during nonstimulus
epochs. Therefore, there are both advantages and disad-
vantages to using continuous ratings as we did.

Another limitation is that we did not attain target ratings
of 6 and 3, and that there was only a small (but still sig-
nificant) difference in terms of mean pain rating between
high and low pain, which could have partially explained
why the ratings regressor captured significantly more
pain-related brain activation compared with the stimulus
regressor. The presence of such a small difference in
ratings could have been related to habituation, which
was observed to occur throughout the scanner session.
Moreover, four of the subjects had the same high- and
low-pain temperatures, as a result of our calibration
process. However, despite the fact that the differences
in ratings between high- and low-pain stimuli were less
pronounced than we expected, we still observed unique
variance associated with high pain, above and beyond
that which was observed with low pain. Moreover, a
hierarchical regression was more conservative than a
standard regression would have been, as a greater
amount of variance was attributed to the stimulus
regressors, although the results for the ratings regressor
would have been identical for both models (Supporting
Information, Figure S1 for side-by-side comparison
between the results for a hierarchical regression and for
a standard regression). More specifically, a hierarchical
regression attributes both common and unique variance
to regressors entered earlier (high-pain regressor) in the
regression, and only unique variance to regressors
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entered last in the regression (ratings regressor). That
the ratings regressor still captured more positive activa-
tion than the high-pain regressor despite this conserva-
tive approach emphasizes the utility of percept-related
models to identify brain networks involved in processing
pain.

In summary, the results of this study provide further
information about the brain networks responsible for the
experience of subjective pain, and demonstrate the util-
ity of percept-models during studies of central process-
ing of pain. These findings can help guide future
studies, and focus investigations to particular anatomical
regions. Future work using percept-based models of
continuous ratings in chronic pain patients, investigating
both evoked and spontaneous pain in the context of
pharmacological or behavioral interventions, should be
done, and could give added insight into how the sub-
jective pain experience and its neural correlates is
altered in this condition and possible targets for future
treatment interventions.
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